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Abstract: - – Intrusion Detection System (IDS) defined as a Device or software application which monitors the network or system 

activities and finds if there is any malicious activity occur. Outstanding growth and usage of internet raises concerns about how to 

communicate and protect the digital information safely. In today‟s world hackers use different types of attacks for getting the 

valuable information. Many of the intrusion detection techniques, methods and algorithms help to detect those several attacks. The 

main objective of this paper is to provide a complete study about the intrusion detection, types of intrusion detection methods, types 

of attacks, different tools and techniques, research needs, challenges and finally develop the IDS Tool for Research Purpose That 

tool are capable of detect and prevent the intrusion from the intruder. This is for use in anomaly-detection based intrusion detection 

system. Containers provide isolation between the host system and the containerized environment by efficiently packaging 

applications along with their dependencies. This way, containers become a portable software environment for applications to run 

and scale. Unlike virtual machines, containers share the same kernel as the host operating system. This is leveraged to monitor the 

system calls of the container from the host system for anomaly detection. Thus, the monitoring system is not required to have any 

knowledge about the container nature, neither does the host system or the container being monitored need to be modified.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Intrusion is the unauthorized access to a system‟s data or 

resources by an unauthorized user, the masquerader, or a 

software program. It is a threat faced by computer systems 

every day. Intrusion detection systems (IDS) and Intrusion 

Prevention Systems (IPS) are used to detect and prevent 

intrusions. IDS monitor networks and host systems to detect 

anomalies in system behavior, and abuse of system resources 

or policies. This includes collecting system usage 

information, and creating profiles based on normal and 

anomalous usage patterns . Profiles can be created based on a 

variety of parameters like CPU usage, login time, application 

usage order, login location, login time, session times (start 

and end), commands issued, system calls etc. If an abuse or 

anomalous activity that does not match the normal usage 

profiles is detected, then the session can be reported as an 

intrusion. 

 

1.1 Machine learning in IDS 

 
IDS is a software application to detect network intrusion 

using various machine learning algorithms.IDS monitors a 
network or system for malicious activity and protects a 
computer network from unauthorized access from users, 
including perhaps insider. The intrusion detector learning 
task is to build a predictive model (i.e. a classifier) capable of 
distinguishing between „bad connections‟ (intrusion/attacks) 
and a „good (normal) connections‟. 

 

 

1.2 IDS Architecture 
 
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is renowned and widely-
deployed security tool to detect attacks and malicious 
activities in information system. It is generally deployed as a 
second line of defense along with other defensive security 
mechanisms, such as firewall, vulnerability monitor, access 
control and authentication that protects information system. 
Intrusion detection involves monitoring network traffic, 
detecting attempts to gain unauthorized access to a system or 
resources, and alerting the appropriate persons so that 
countermeasures can be taken. It also involves developing an 
understanding of how attacks occur. IDS is an essential 
element of any modern information system. 
 

                 
Fig.1.Overview of IDS architecture 
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II. DOCKER 

 
        Containers, or Linux Containers, are a 

technology that allows us to isolate certain kernel processes 

and trick them into thinking they're the only ones running in 

a completely new computer.Different from Virtual 

Machinesa container can share the kernel of the operating 

system while only having their different binaries/libraries 

loaded with them.In other words, you don't need to have 

whole different OS (called guest OS) installed inside your 

host OS. You can have several containers running within a 

single OS without having several different guest OS's 

installed.Docker packages an application and all its 

dependencies in a virtual container that can run on any Linux 

server. This is why we call them containers. Because they 

have all the necessary dependencies contained in a single 

piece of software. 

 

2.1 The CTU-13 Dataset. A Labeled Dataset with 

Botnet, Normal and Background traffic 

 
The CTU-13 is a dataset of botnet traffic that was captured in 

the CTU University, Czech Republic, in 2011. The goal of 

the dataset was to have a large capture of real botnet traffic 

mixed with normal traffic and background traffic. The 

CTU-13 dataset consists in thirteen captures (called 

scenarios) of different botnet samples. On each scenario we 

executed a specific malware, which used several protocols 

and performed different actions. Table shows the 

characteristics of the botnet scenarios. 

                  

         Fig.1.1Characteristics of botnet   

 
 Each scenario was captured in a pcap file that contains all 

the packets of the three types of traffic. These pcap files were 

processed to obtain other type of information, such as 

NetFlows, WebLogs, etc. The first analysis of the CTU-13 

dataset, that was described and published in the paper "An 

empirical comparison of botnet detection methods" (see 

Citation below) used unidirectional NetFlows to represent the 

traffic and to assign the labels. These unidirectional 

NetFlows should not be used because they were 

outperformed by our second analysis of the dataset, which 

used bidirectional NetFlows. The bidirectional NetFlows 

have several advantages over the directional ones. First, they 

solve the issue of differentiating between the client and the 

server, second they include more information and third they 

include much more detailed-labels.  

                          

              

 

 
Fig .2 Statistics of  Netflows 

 

 

 

 

III.   Slips v0.9.1 
Slips is a Python-based intrusion prevention system that uses 

machine learning to detect malicious behaviors in the 

network traffic. Slips was designed to focus on targeted 

attacks, to detect of command and control channelsi, and to 

provide good visualisation for the analyst. Slips is able to 

analyze real live traffic from the device and the large 

network captures in the type of a pcap files, Suricata, 

Zeek/Bro and Argus flows. As a result, Slips highlights 

suspicious behaviour and connections that needs to be deeper 

analyzed. 
.  
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3.1 P2P 

 

  

Fig -3: Name of the figure 

 

The P2P module makes Slips be a peer in a peer to peer 

network of computers in the local network. The peers are 

only in the local network and they communicate using 

multicast packets. The P2P module is a highly complex 

system of data sharing, reports on malicious computers, 

asking about IoC to the peers and a complex trust model that 

is designed to resiste adversarial peers in the network. 

Adversarial peers are malicious peers that lie about the data 

being shared (like saying that a computer is maliciuos when 

is not, or that an attacker is benign). 
 

Features of P2P network: 
These networks do not involve a large number of nodes, 

usually less than 12. All the computers in the network store 

their own data but this data is accessible by the group. 

Unlike client-server networks, P2P uses resources and also 

provides them. This results in additional resources if the 

number of nodes increases.It requires specialized software. 

It allows resource sharing among the network. Since the 

nodes act as servers also, there is a constant threat of attack. 

Almost all the OS today support P2P networks. 

 

3.2 Random Forest Algorithm 

 
Random Forest is a popular machine learning algorithm that 

belongs to the supervised learning technique. It can be used 

for both Classification and Regression problems in ML. It is 

based on the concept of ensemble learning, which is a 

process of combining multiple classifiers to solve a complex 

problem and to improve the performance of the model. As 

the name suggests, "Random Forest is a classifier that 

contains a number of decision trees on various subsets of 

the given dataset and takes the average to improve the 

predictive accuracy of that dataset." Instead of relying on 

one decision tree, the random forest takes the prediction from 

each tree and based on the majority votes of predictions, and 

it predicts the final output.The greater number of trees in 

the forest leads to higher accuracy and prevents the 

problem of overfitting. 

      

 

 
Fig.1.4 working of RF algorithm 

 
  

 
 

Fig.1.5 Training datasets of decision tree 

 

 

IV.  ZEEK  NETWORK ANALYZER 

 
Zeek is a passive, open-source network traffic analyzer. 

Many operators use Zeek as a network security monitor 

(NSM) to support investigations of suspicious or malicious 

activity. Zeek also supports a wide range of traffic analysis 

tasks beyond the security domain, including performance 

measurement and troubleshooting. 

 

4.1 ZEEK FILE LOGS 
One of Zeek‟s powerful features is the ability to extract 

content from network traffic and write it to disk as a file. 

This is easiest to understand with a protocol like File 

Transfer Protocol (FTP), a classic means to exchange files 

over a channel separate from that used to exchange 

commands. Protocols like HTTP are slightly more 
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complicated, as it includes headers which must be interpreted 

and not included in any file content transferred by the 

protocol. 

 

Zeek‟s files.log is a record of files that Zeek observed while 

inspecting network traffic. The existence of an entry in 

files.log does not mean that Zeek necessarily extracted file 

content and wrote it to disk. Analysts must configure Zeek to 

extract files by type in order to have them written to disk.an 

analyst has configured Zeek to extract files of MIME type 

application/x-dosexec and write them to disk. To understand 

the chain of events that result in having a file on disk, we will 

start with the conn.log, progress to the http.log, and conclude 

with the files.log. 
 

The Zeek scripting manual, derived from the Zeek source 

code, completely explains the meaning of each field in the 

files.log (and other logs). It would be duplicative to manually 

recreate that information in another format here. 

 

 Therefore, this entry seeks to show how an analyst would 

make use of the information in the files.log 

 

4.2 ANALYSIS DIRECTION 

         analysis_direction can either be out or all 

 

 

4.3 YARA TOOL 
 
YARA is the name of a tool primarily used in malware 

research and detection. It provides a rule-based approach to 

create descriptions of malware families based on textual or 

binary patterns. A description is essentially a YARA rule 

name, where these rules consist of sets of strings and a 

boolean expression 

 

Writing YARA rules 

 YARA rules are easy to write and understand, and 

they have a syntax that resembles the C language. He here is 

the simplest rule that you can write for YARA, which does 

absolutely nothing: 

rule dummy 

{ 

    condition: 

       false 

} 

 

Each rule in YARA starts with the keyword rule followed by 

a rule identifier. Identifiers must follow the same lexical 

conventions of the C programming language, they can 

contain any alphanumeric character and the underscore 

character, but the first character can not be a digit. Rule 

identifiers are case sensitive and cannot exceed 128 

characters. 

 

 

4.4 REDIS SERVER 

 
Red1is is an open source, advanced key-value store and an 

apt solution for building high performance, scalable web 

applications. 

Redis has three main peculiarities that sets it apart. 

Redis holds its database entirely in the memory, 

using the disk only for persistence. 

Redis has a relatively rich set of data types when 

compared to many key-value data stores. 

Redis can replicate data to any number of slaves. 

4.5 ACCURACY AND DETECTION OF RANDOM 

FOREST 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 
Intrusion Detection System plays a very important and vital 

role in the field of network security. The performance of the 

classifier is degrading by using intrusive patterns, accuracy 

and also, it's time-consuming. Random Forest, Neural 

Network are the ML and DL algorithms considered for IDS. 

The CTU-13 dataset used to value these accounts. With the 

CTU-13 dataset's aid, we proposed a DL and ML approach. 

By looking at the results that depend on accuracy, the 

powerful classifier can be identified. It seems reasonable that 

the random forest classifier outperforms better with accuracy 

of 98.98% based on the results. 
 An IDS uses very good signature analysis 

mechanisms to detect intrusions or potential misuse; 

however, organizations must still ensure that they have 

strong user identification and authentication mechanism in 

place. An IDS is not a substitute for a good security policy: 

As with good security and monitoring products, an IDS 

functions is one element of a corporate security policy. 

Successful intrusion detection requires that a well defined 

policy must be followed to ensure that vulnerabilities, 

intrusions and virus outbreaks, etc. are handled according to 

corporate security policy guidelines. Human intervention is 

required: The security administrator or network manager 

must investigate the attack once. It is detected and reported, 

determine how it has occurred, correct the problem and take 

the necessary actions to prevent the occurrences of the same 

attacks in future that might happen.  
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